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a b s t r a c t

Early detection of disinformation is one of the most challenging big-scale problems facing present day
society. This is why the application of technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language
Processing is necessary. The vast majority of Artificial Intelligence approaches require annotated data,
and generating these resources is very expensive. This proposal aims to improve the efficiency of the
annotation process with a two-level semi-automatic annotation methodology. The first level extracts
relevant information through summarization techniques. The second applies a Human-in-the-Loop
strategy whereby the labels are pre-annotated by the machine, corrected by the human and reused by
the machine to retrain the automatic annotator. After evaluating the system, the average annotation
time per news item is reduced by 50%. In addition, a set of experiments on the semi-automatically
annotated dataset that is generated are performed so as to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposal. Although the dataset is annotated in terms of unreliable content, it is applied to the veracity
detection task with very promising results (0.95 accuracy in reliability detection and 0.78 in veracity
detection).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the current digital ecosystem, mis- and dis-information are
wo highly alarming phenomena, triggering numerous efforts to
mprove their detection. The main difference between mis- and
is-information lies in the intention [1], because misinforma-
ion is not created with the intention to harm but information
s eluded or erroneous, whereas disinformation results from a
eliberate attempt to deceive or mislead [2]. However, both phe-
omena result in a common outcome: misleading and confusing
nformation for the audience.

Fake news is a widely disseminated form of disinformation.
ake news is structured and written in a way that makes it diffi-
ult to distinguish between what is true or false. Fake information
s diffused significantly farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly
han the truth in all categories of information [3]. Assessing
he veracity of information in a news item implies necessarily
ssessing both content and context signals. Content signals can
e determined by only considering the text or content of an
rticle [4,5], whereas context signals require using external world
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950-7051/© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access a
knowledge. Given that this research proposal only uses the news
content and no external knowledge is used, rather than focusing
on the veracity concept (‘‘the quality of being true’’), we deal
with the concept of reliability (‘‘the quality of being likely to
be correct or true’’).1 The difference between both terms lies in
the word ‘‘likely’’ included in the definition of reliability. Both
concepts are closely related, as fake news often includes a mix
of reliable and unreliable information items. Therefore, there is
a direct relationship between the veracity of a news item and
the reliability of the information contained in it [6]. In view of
this connection, our research is grounded in detecting the content
reliability/unreliability signals. By determining the reliability of
content, readers can be more aware of the information they
receive or spread, which may contribute to mitigating the dis-
tribution of inaccurate or incorrect information. Reliability can
be determined almost precisely by a computer following certain
criteria and without the need to have world knowledge that is not
always available. However, this does not happen with veracity,
which does require external knowledge for a particular news
item to be classified as true or false. Reliability would be a prior
and supporting step to making a decision on the veracity of a
news item because, as this research will demonstrate, reliability
detection can assist the task of veracity detection. Verification

1 https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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f the facts may take place at a later stage through multiple
ndependent fact-checking organizations [3], which is beyond
he scope of this work. Therefore, in this research we focus on
etecting reliable and unreliable information in Spanish news
exts, without using external knowledge, and based exclusively
n the news content and a set of reliability criteria that will be
escribed in the annotation scheme description section.
To deal with unreliable news content from a computational

erspective, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Pro-
essing (NLP) are required. At present, AI cannot learn by itself
nd needs to be nourished by examples created by humans [7].
ndeed, when a problem is approached from the AI perspective,
ither with Machine Learning (ML) or Deep Learning (DL) tech-
iques, millions of instances of human feedback are required to
et the training annotated datasets that will be used to train
nd evaluate the systems that will be in charge of solving the
roblem [8]. An efficient dataset would be one that can be created
s quickly and inexpensively as possible, without deteriorating
erformance.
Considering this AI context where the need for corpora is

ssential and highly costly, finding an effective and efficient way
o obtain them becomes a fundamental motivation. Furthermore,
pplying AI to the problem of disinformation, which is increasing
n today’s society, makes it an important challenge to address.

Therefore, the primary objective of this work is to implement
semi-automatic annotation methodology to support complex

emantic annotation of news datasets.
A secondary objective is to fill the gap of the scarcity of

raining data – especially in languages other than English, such
s Spanish – by applying the methodology to create a quality
esource capable of modeling the disinformation problem.

To address these objectives, we focus on two important Hu-
an Language Technologies. First, automatic summarization is
sed to reduce the quantity of information requiring annota-
ion to what is relevant. Secondly, the Human-in-the-Loop (HITL)
oncept is applied to tackle the semi-automatic annotation of
he relevant information previously filtered by the automatic
ummary. The HITL concept is an extensive area of research
hat covers the intersection of computer science, cognitive sci-
nce, and psychology. HITL is applied in AI – specifically NLP
nd ML in this work – because building AI technology with
uman intervention allows human tasks to be assisted to increase
fficiency [7].
In the proposed methodology, summarization and HITL tech-

iques are combined to assist the annotation process, which
educes costs for complex annotations. The combination of these
wo techniques may reduce the time and expertise required for
his procedure.

These objectives make the following novel contributions to the
esearch area:

• A new semi-automatic annotation methodology to minimize
the cost of creating efficient and effective complex datasets.

• The application of the methodology to enrich an existing
fake news dataset2 with more complex information follow-
ing a reliability annotation schema (RUN-AS). The semi-
automatic dataset generated3 is available to the research
community.

• An evaluation framework that demonstrates how the re-
sources generated by this methodology contribute to the
detection of reliability and fake news in an effective and
efficient manner.

2 https://github.com/jpposadas/FakeNewsCorpusSpanish
3 Available at https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/RUN-AS-SFN
2

This paper details the methodology designed to build a semi-
automatic annotation tool that comprises two levels. The re-
sulting improvement in annotation efficiency from applying the
methodology is measured.

The paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2
presents an overview of the most relevant scientific literature
concerning disinformation datasets, automatic summarization
and HITL techniques; Section 3 describes the guidelines used
in this research; Section 4 presents the methodology proposed;
Section 5 describes the dataset construction, following the pro-
posed methodology; Section 6 evaluates the benefits of using the
methodology; Section 7 presents the performance of the semi-
automatic reliability dataset in reliability detection and veracity
detection tasks; and finally, in Section 8, conclusions as well as
future work are presented.

2. Background

As our research develops a semi-automatic annotation method-
ology for a dataset in the disinformation domain, this section
deals with the work related to different disinformation datasets
and their annotation techniques, automatic summarization, and
HITL strategies, the latter being relevant for reducing annotation
costs without compromising accuracy.

2.1. Disinformation datasets

In NLP, numerous corpora have been created so that models
can learn from real examples of disinformation created by human
experts.

After an in-depth study of the different datasets related to
the disinformation task, we found that they are mainly datasets
that annotate the veracity of a news item as a whole – rather
than considering the constituents of a news item, such as the
semantic content or the structure – either with a binary veracity
value (true/false) [9–14] or by applying a scale with different
degrees of veracity as those normally applied in the fact-checking
task [15–18]. This single global classification of news with bi-
nary or multiple values depends on external knowledge, such as
fact-checking platforms [19]. Few datasets use a reliability clas-
sification and usually this classification is applied on the basis of
the source’s credibility [20] and not of purely textual or linguistic
characteristics [21].

To the author’s knowledge, corpora that address the disinfor-
mation task in Spanish are scarce. Those that exist, namely [22,
23], both provide a general overview of the veracity of the whole
document, but lack a fine-grained approach to veracity by con-
sidering the quality of the essential information within the news
piece.

The novelty of our proposal with respect to previous work is
twofold. First, is the classification of a news item into Reliable or
Unreliable, based on a purely textual analysis without relying on
external information. Second, we design a multi-level annotation
guideline. This means that a reliability value is assigned to the
different parts of the news item, i.e. to the information considered
as essential in a traditional news item in addition to assigning one
to the whole news item.

2.2. Automatic summarization

Previous research in Text Summarization has been shown to
have a positive impact on society since the use of summaries has
been beneficial in different areas, such as education – where sum-
maries are used to support reading comprehension tasks [24–27]
–, business – by producing, for instance, an automatic summary
of event logs to help analysts [28] –, or health, regardless of

https://github.com/jpposadas/FakeNewsCorpusSpanish
https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/RUN-AS-SFN
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hether the summaries were created manually [29,30], or au-
omatically [31]. The benefits of summarization are partly due
o their capacity to identify the most relevant information in
document, and condense it into a new text, thereby helping

o reduce time and resources when it comes to manage large
mounts of data. These methods have proven to be effective
hen integrated as an intermediate component of more complex
ystems.
Text summarization approaches can be divided into extractive

nd abstractive [32,33]. Extractive approaches focus on detecting
he most relevant information in a text, which is then copy-
asted verbatim into the final summary [34]. By contrast, abstrac-
ive approaches detect the relevant information, and then, a more
laborate process is performed whereby the information is fused,
ompressed, or even inferred [35]. Besides these two, hybrid
pproaches have been developed, which combine extractive and
bstractive methods [36].

.3. Human-in-the-loop techniques

According to [37], there is a need for a hybrid model solution
hat combines the efforts of both humans and machines.

HITL-AI systems continuously improve because of human in-
ut, addressing the limitations of previous AI solutions and bridg-
ng the gap between machine and human beings [38]. These
ystems aim to leverage the ability of AI to process huge amounts
f data while relying on human intelligence to perform very
omplex tasks, such as in the case of natural language under-
tanding [39]. The HITL methodology is being used in several
tudies to increase efficiency in data collection, such as in the
ases of [40,41], since ‘‘the continuous executive loop develops
more reliable human-AI partnership to a certain extent, con-

ributing to higher accuracy and stronger robustness of the NLP
ystem’’ [42].
One of the principles of HITL is to assist human tasks with ML

o increase efficiency.
A very extended HITL strategy is Active Learning (AL). AL

s used when obtaining labeled data demands a large amount
f time or money, as AL aims to select examples with high
tility for the model [43] and increases the performance of the
earning model while reducing the amount of annotated data
equired [44].

Besides AL, the HITL strategies include two distinct goals that
re normally combined: improving the accuracy of the ML appli-
ation via human input; and, facilitating the human task with the
id of ML. In this work, the latter is our main objective, but the
ormer (the accuracy of the model) will improve as larger datasets
re obtained.
HITL-ML has been successfully applied in a variety of areas

uch as, governmental [45], medical [46], and energy [47]. More
pecifically, as for applying HITL to dis- and mis-information
etection, some works are key. [39] presented the challenges and
pportunities of combining automatic and manual fact-checking
pproaches to misinformation, developing a human-AI frame-
ork. This work is more focused on fact-checking and not on
eliability. [48] aimed to determine the set of techniques that
s best suited for disinformation detection and how each tech-
ique might best be used towards this end. However, none of
hese works leverage the annotation process of a disinformation
ataset.
Our work deploys a HITL strategy to enable an increase in

he amount of annotated data, thereby reaching the target ac-
uracy more quickly and easily. To thoroughly understand the
nnotation construction and its complexity on account of its high
emantic and linguistic load, the next section presents a brief
xplanation of the RUN-AS annotation scheme and the reliability
riteria adopted.
3

3. Brief description of RUN-AS annotation scheme

Our work is focused on the annotation of news sourced from
a variety of domains and collected from Spanish digital news-
papers. Traditional news presents a characteristic structure and
some essential elements that follow two well-known journalistic
techniques: the Inverted Pyramid and the 5W1H.

Regarding the journalistic structure, well-built news tends to
present five common parts which are the TITLE, SUBTITLE, LEAD,
BODY and CONCLUSION. In addition, these parts are placed in
order of relevance following a journalistic structure known as the
Inverted Pyramid. This structure is characterized by placing the
most important information at the beginning of the news article,
while the least relevant information is located at the end [49].

In terms of content, well-built articles present semantic in-
formation through a journalistic concept known as the 5W1H:
WHO?, WHAT?, WHEN?, WHERE?, WHY?, and HOW?. These
questions allow the extraction of semantic information related
to a news item and ‘‘are essential for people to understand the
whole story’’ [50]. An example of annotation is presented in Fig. 1.

Using these two concepts, a fine-grained annotation guide-
line called RUN-AS (Reliable and Unreliable News Annotation
Scheme)4 has been designed. The novelty of this annotation
scheme lies in the reliability classification based on a purely
textual, linguistic and semantic analysis (without depending on
external knowledge). RUN-AS presents three levels of annotation:
structure (Inverted Pyramid), content (5W1H) and Elements of
Interest (textual clues about formatting or phraseology that en-
ables the detection of suspicious information). Furthermore, each
essential content (5W1H) item is annotated by assigning them
an individual reliability value and thus differentiating between
reliable and unreliable information included in the same news
item. The reliability criteria presented in this proposal focus on
the principles of accuracy and neutrality:

• Accuracy: One of the key factors in determining the relia-
bility of information is accuracy. In our reliability modeling
we have considered the following clues:
Vagueness and ambiguity: Evasive or vague expressions indi-
cate that something is being concealed or that a fact cannot
be justified, which makes the information provided Unreli-
able. For example, it is more reliable to give an exact date or
precise details on a scientist (name, institution, degree) than
to generalize or to provide inaccurate data. For example, a
reliable WHEN is: ‘‘el viernes 19 de marzo’’ (on Friday 19
March)whereas ‘‘hace mucho tiempo’’ (a long time ago) lacks
of accuracy. On the contrary, the presence of figures indi-
cates accurate information that can be easily fact-checked
with external sources, thus denoting reliability, for instance
‘‘se han administrado 6.000.000 dosis de vacunas’’ (6,000,000
doses of vaccine have been administered).
Lack of information: The absence of important data in the
text (such as the cause of or reason for an event, the subject
of the action, etc.) or the lack of evidence such as scien-
tific studies or official and verified data denotes unreliable
information. Sometimes, the author states that the informa-
tion is based on scientific studies without specifying which
ones, which gives it little credibility. The lack of data and
sources is another typical characteristic of disinformation,
turning news into stories that lack informative content.
For example: ‘‘según algunos científicos’’ (according to some
scientists).
Orthotypography: There is a negative reliability impact when
there are spelling mistakes, poor or careless writing style,

4 https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/resources/NewsReliabilityAnnotation

https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/resources/NewsReliabilityAnnotation
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inadequate punctuation or constant use of capital letters.
For instance, ‘‘aquí en nuestro Pays’’ (here in our ‘‘Countri’’)
denotes unreliable information.

• Neutrality: In a news item, neutrality is a key component.
A news item is more likely to be Reliable when information
is provided in an objective manner and does not show the
author’s stance. Hints about text neutrality (or lack thereof),
considered in the RUN-AS schema, are the following:
Personal Remarks and Emotional Messages: When the author
speaks in the first person, tells his/her personal experience
or that of someone he/she knows, it is a sign of low credi-
bility, as the author is trying to scare, persuade or make the
reader feel closer to the story and thus empathize [51]. Fur-
thermore, offensive, hopeful, alarming or exhortative mes-
sages are a clear sign of unreliability because the author is
trying to manipulate the reader and to play with people’s
emotions [6]. Some examples are: ‘‘yo lo hago y funciona’’ (I
do it and it works) or ‘‘evite que sus amigos y conocidos se
enfermen’’ (keep your friends and acquaintances from getting
sick).
Quotes and author stance: The presence of quotes add neu-
trality to a news item since it indicates that the information
comes from an external source [6]. However, when the
author is clearly in favor or against the quote, an important
hint of subjectivity is introduced.
Title style and stance: The titles of newspaper articles often
provide important clues as to the reliability of the con-
tent. For example, alarmist, subjective or striking titles are
suspected of introducing unreliable information. Also, mis-
leading or opaque titles on a topic may indicate clickbait [6].
Even certain morphosyntactic features such as the excessive
length of a title, the use of more capitalized words [52]
and punctuation marks (especially exclamation marks) and
ellipses can lead to a lack of neutrality [53]. Moreover, the
stance of the title regarding the news content indicates
misleading information when they disagree.

Our proposal does not present a veracity classification into
ake or true information. We provide a reliability classification
ased on a purely linguistic and semantic analysis that takes into
ccount several elements such as vagueness, subjectivity, lack of
vidence or emotionally charged content that influences reader’s
pinions and feelings. Furthermore, one of the future benefits of
his fine-grained annotation proposed by RUN-AS is providing an
xtra level of explainability for the predictions obtained.

. Design and implementation of the semi-automatic annota-
ion methodology

For the purpose of simplifying the dataset generation, a novel
ethodology of semi-automatic annotation is proposed. This
ethodology combines automatic relevant information extrac-

ion through summarization approaches as well as a HITL strategy

o automate pre-annotation of the dataset. The final aim is to

4

inimize the effort required by the human participant in the
nnotation via AI, thereby creating larger and less costly datasets.
t the same time, the human is enhancing the AI training as
uman-corrected annotations are reused to retrain AI models.
The semi-automatic annotation methodology consists of two

evels, in which the most relevant information of each news
tem is selected, by first using summarization techniques and
econd, a HITL strategy is applied for automatic pre-annotation.
he relevant information is pre-annotated with the news struc-
ure and the 5W1H, and this pre-annotation is provided to the
uman annotator, who corrects and completes the annotation.
n a loop procedure, this human feedback is used to re-train the
re-annotation model. Fig. 2 shows the methodology and steps
ollowed to obtain the semi-automatic annotated dataset.

.1. Level 1: Automatic relevant information extraction

Due to the semantic complexity of our annotation scheme,
nstead of annotating the whole document, we are applying sum-
arization techniques to extract the relevant information of the
ocument (Step 1 in Fig. 2). The summarized news items are
tored (Step 2-Fig. 2) and used as input to the next level (Step
-Fig. 2).
In the implementation of the methodology we decided to

se the popular and effective TextRank extractive summariza-
ion algorithm [54], given its good performance, execution time
nd implementation availability.5 This algorithm represents the
nput text as a graph, where the vertices are the sentences to
e ranked, and the edges are the connections between them.
uch connections are determined by the similarity among the
ext sentences measured with respect to their overlapping con-
ent. Then, a weight is computed for each of the graph edges
ndicating the strength of the connection between the sentences
airs/vertices. Once the graph is built, a weighted graph-based
anking is performed in order to score each of the text sentences.
he sentences are then sorted in descending order according to
heir score. Finally, the top ranked sentences, in our case ten, are
elected to be included in the final summary.

.2. Level 2: Automatic pre-annotation and human-in-the-loop

Once the relevant information is obtained, in this level an
utomatic pre-annotation of both the structure and 5W1H labels
s carried out by the system to assist the expert (Step 4-Fig. 2). The
enefit of this is that the annotator does not need to label from
cratch, but simply revises and completes the pre-annotation
one by the system (Step 5-Fig. 2). The structure of news has
een annotated by a rule-based system that was developed fol-
owing the Inverted Pyramid theory. In the case of 5W1H labels,
DL model previously trained with 5W1H labels examples (pink
ylinder, represented in Fig. 2) was used.

5 https://pypi.org/project/sumy/

https://pypi.org/project/sumy/
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Fig. 2. Design of the semi-automatic annotation methodology.
The human annotator checks that the pre-annotation pro-
osed by the semi-automatic system meets the criteria of the
ataset (Step 6-Fig. 2). Furthermore, the pre-annotated items
ccording to the 5W1H model are edited by the annotators, and
he rest of RUN-AS annotation is added. Finally, a new annotated
atch is added to the dataset (Step 6). This labeled dataset is used
ot only to train reliability detection models but also to re-train
he 5W1H model, thus closing the human-machine loop (Step
-Fig. 2).

.2.1. Implementation details of 5W1H model
To deal with this task, initially, a Keyphrase Extraction system

as used and a model was trained from scratch to detect the
pan of the 5W1H. However, this approach did not obtain good
esults, so it was decided to try Question Answering techniques
s they are closely aligned to the task. To perform the automatic
re-annotation of the 5W1H, a question answer (QA) pre-trained
odel available at Hugging Face6 is used. This model was built

with a fine-tuned version of BETO model [55] on SQuAD-es-v2.0
dataset [56] to fit in QA task.

This QA pre-trained model was re-trained (twice in our case)
to detect 5W1H labels, which is known as fine-tuning. A news
dataset with 170 items, previously annotated with 5W1H anno-
tations4 (RUN Dataset), was used as initial examples of training.
This dataset is partitioned into three sets (training, validation,
and test). The training and validation sets are updated with the
new 5W1H examples annotated in the HITL process. This process
allows us to improve the 5W1H model with more annotated
news batches. For re-training the model, the following inputs are
used: questions (5W1H); question context; and, their respective
answers. Next, the model returns an answer as well as a score that
represents the probability of certainty associated to the answer.

In this HITL process, firstly, the M_1 model is obtained after
fine-tuning on initial annotated news (RUN dataset). After the
first loop, the 5W1H model was re-trained with 250 more news
items obtained with the proposed methodology (150 from the
training set and 100 from the test set), obtaining the second
5W1H model (M_2).

6 https://bit.ly/3zfnisx
 t

5

Fig. 3. Loss curve using the training and development sets during training of
M_2.

The training process was carried out using the Simple Trans-
formers library.7 The initial hyperparameter settings for the fine-
tuning are: maximum sequence length of 128; batch size of 8;
training rate of 4e-5; and, training performed over 3 epochs. This
model can be replicated at Github.8

Fig. 3 shows the loss curves for training and evaluation where
the behavior of the model can be seen during 3 epochs of training.

According to the graph in Fig. 3, after the first training epoch,
the loss in the training curve decreases from 0.906 to 0.006, and
the loss in the validation curve increases from 4.973 to 6.214
(second epoch). This behavior is constant in the third epoch,
which indicates that the model is overfitting after the first epoch.
Therefore, we selected the model training with one epoch to pre-
annotate the 5W1H labels. Both fine-tuned models have the same
hyperparameters and the training and validation curves describe
a similar behavior, overfitting after the first epoch.

The QA models obtained in each loop are evaluated and the
following five metrics are obtained:

7 https://simpletransformers.ai/
8 https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/BETO_QA_SPANISH_5W1H_fine_

uning

https://bit.ly/3zfnisx
https://simpletransformers.ai/
https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/BETO_QA_SPANISH_5W1H_fine_tuning
https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/BETO_QA_SPANISH_5W1H_fine_tuning
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Table 1
Comparison between the QA model with and without fine-tuning.
Model EM Similar Incorrect Overall EM F1
QA pre-trained model 30 396 141 5.29 0.19
M_1 fine-tuning 263 152 152 46.38 0.64
M_2 fine-tuning 272 162 133 47.97 0.66

• Exact Match (EM): the number of the exact matches of the
predicted answer with the manual answers. For example,
scientists annotated as WHO by the QA model which is
correct because it is a subject.

• Similar: the number of the partial matches of the predicted
answer with the manual answers. For example, Spain an-
notated as WHERE by the QA model. The choice is correct
because it denotes a place, but in a certain context, such as
Spain decreed..., there is a personification and the country
functions as the subject of the sentence, so it is a WHO label.

• Incorrect: the number of predicted answers that do not
match the manual responses. For example, two years ago
annotated as WHERE by the QA model which is incorrect
because it is a label of time and not of place.

• Overall EM: EM percentage over the number of predicted
examples.

• F1: The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall [57]. The number of shared words between the
prediction and the truth is the basis of the F1 score.9

Table 1 shows the performance of the 5W1H models used
o predict the test set. The results of the prediction of the QA
re-trained model without 5W1H-fine-tuning are also included.
As shown in this table, both QA models with fine-tuning (M_1

nd M_2) obtain better results on each metric. We consider that
he most important metric in our pre-annotation task is the
verall EM, because maximizing this metric can help manual
nnotators to reduce, discard, and modify examples. These results
onfirm that fine-tuning is beneficial for the 5W1H label pre-
nnotation task, and demonstrates that the system is enhanced
n each retraining loop.

The M_1 shows an outstanding performance versus the Pre-
raining model. The M_2 attained the best results in terms of
M, Overall EM and F1 (Table 1). This finding confirms that with
greater number of examples of the 5W1H labels, a model with
igh precision can be obtained. This reduces annotation times and
ssists the human annotator in this complex task.

. Semi-automatic reliability resource

To assess whether identifying the reliability of the different
arts of a news item contributes positively to the task of detecting
he veracity of a news item, we used a Spanish dataset created
or the detection of fake news, namely, The Spanish Fake News
orpus (SFN) [58]. The SFN corpus contains a collection of 971
ews items (491 TRUE and 480 FAKE) compiled from several
esources on the Web.10 In this dataset, the annotation consists
f a single veracity value for each news item.
A subset of 400 news items was selected for our proposal

around 50% of the dataset). Preserving the initial annotation
f the dataset, the semi-automatic annotation applying RUN-AS
cheme was performed obtaining the new RUN-AS-SFN dataset (a
ubset of SFN annotated following RUN-AS annotation scheme).

9 precision is the ratio of the number of shared words to the total number of
ords in the prediction, and recall is the ratio of the number of shared words
o the total number of words in the ground truth [56]
10 https://github.com/jpposadas/FakeNewsCorpusSpanish
6

Table 2
Numerical description of the RUN-AS-SFN annotated dataset.
Sets Veracity Reliability

True Fake Reliable Unreliable

Training 143 157 160 140
Test 48 52 62 38

Total 191 209 222 178

Table 3
Numerical description of the 5W1H items in RUN-AS-SFN dataset.
5W1H Unreliable Reliable Total

WHAT 1,465 2,670 4,135
WHEN 133 1,200 1,333
WHERE 103 1,543 1,646
WHO 521 3,588 4,109
WHY 324 512 836
HOW 194 568 762

Total 2,740 10,081 12,821

From the subset, 300 news items were used for training and 100
news items were used for testing. The following topics are cov-
ered in the RUN-AS-SFN annotated subset: Economy, Sports, Sci-
ence, Education, Health, Society, Entertainment, Politics and Se-
curity. The figures regarding the dataset after the semi-automatic
RUN-AS annotation procedure are presented in Table 2.

As explained in the methodology, the annotation of the differ-
ent parts of the news item was performed only for the relevant
information extracted in the summary. However, a global reliable
value is given to each news item, and for this annotation the
entire news content is considered. As presented in Table 2, the
subset selected was balanced in fake and true news items, both
for the training and for the test. After performing the annotation
of reliability, the number of reliable versus unreliable news items
was quite balanced, with only slightly larger reliable items than
unreliable ones.

Previous research found that news mixes unreliable and re-
liable information, which hinders the disinformation detection
task [59]. This is why it is important that the different parts and
essential content of a news item have specific reliability values,
which influence the global reliability value of a news item. Details
regarding the reliable and unreliable 5W1H items in the whole
RUN-AS-SFN annotated dataset are presented in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the number of reliable 5W1H is much
higher than that of unreliable, despite the fact that reliable and
unreliable news are quite balanced. This is due to the fact that
fabricated news is of increasingly better quality, incorporating
more and more reliable information, which makes the detection
of the veracity of a news item even harder.

5.1. Annotation process

Two experts performed the annotation task. The expert anno-
tators are linguistic researchers specialized in NLP (1 PhD anno-
tator who is the author of the annotation guidelines and 1 Ph.D.
student) and both are native Spanish speakers.

The user interface is the Brat tool,11 which together with the
implemented assisted system enables the annotator to discard,
accept or modify the annotation labels. Fig. 4 shows the anno-
tation interface. There is a pop-up window for editing a specific
label, that in this case shows an example of a WHEN annotation
label in the Spanish text A las 7 en punto en la mañana del 25
de enero (At 7 o’clock on the morning of January 25). The inter-
face highlights the sentences belonging to the summaries. The

11 https://brat.nlplab.org/

https://github.com/jpposadas/FakeNewsCorpusSpanish
https://brat.nlplab.org/
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Fig. 4. Table with labels and attributes in Brat.
use of this interface enables the annotator to annotate quickly,
accurately and easily. Furthermore, good assisted systems provide
annotations that benefit from quality, not just quantity.

The annotation process was performed in 40 sessions of 10
news items annotated per session. The average time used per
session was 80 min. After both annotators completed the an-
notation, its quality was measured as detailed next. Finally, to
obtain the final annotated dataset, the annotators compared their
annotations, and in the case of disagreement they reached a
consensus.

5.2. Annotation quality

The quality of the annotation was measured both quantita-
tively and qualitatively. Cohen’s kappa [60] was initially consid-
red to quantitatively assess the quality of the semi-automatic
nnotated dataset. This renown agreement metric is commonly
pplied when there are two annotators and it controls for chance
nnotation agreement. However, Cohen’s kappa was finally dis-
arded in this research because when tasks require the labeling
f boundaries – such as in named entity recognition or the task
n this work – there are often a very large number of potential
pans that no annotator ever extracts. In this case, the expected
hance agreement is effectively zero [61]; and thus, the kappa
s equivalent to F1. For this reason F1 may be more appropriate
n these previously mentioned contexts to quantify the inter-
nnotator agreement (IAA) and therefore, to assess the quality of
he annotated dataset [62]. Considering this, our experiment uses
1 instead of kappa to measure the annotation quality.
To obtain F1-Measure, precision and recall metrics are first

alculated. In our case, precision and recall are measured using
ne annotator as a reference (PhD expert and author of the
nnotation guidelines) and the other as a prediction. When com-
aring annotations, for each 5W1H label, there was an agreement
etween the annotators (A and B) when they agreed to assign
he same category (WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY, HOW)
nd the same value for the reliability attribute to a text span. For
xample, scientists annotated as WHO unreliable by the annotator
and as WHO unreliable by the annotator B. We also considered

or the annotation of text spans partial matches as agreement, due
o the semantic complexity of 5W1H labels. Thus, we considered
7

Table 4
IAA based on Precision, Recall and F1-measure by annotation level
of RUN-AS-SFN Dataset.
Annotation level Precision Recall F1
Inverted Pyramid 0.91 0.62 0.74
5W1H 0.77 0.53 0.60
Elements of Interest 1.00 0.30 0.46

Complete annotation 0.89 0.48 0.60

also a match those cases where there was a slight difference in
length regarding the span of the elements to be annotated, but
the 5W1H label assigned was the same. For example: scientists
annotated as WHO by the annotator A and scientists specialized in
biophysics annotated as WHO by the annotator B.

Given a prediction and a reference, Precision (P) is the propor-
tion of cases that the prediction classified as positive that were
positive in the reference. It is equivalent to a positive predictive
value.

P =
#TruePositive

#TruePositive + #FalsePositive
(1)

Recall (R) is the proportion of positive cases in the reference that
were classified as positive by the prediction.

R =
#TruePositive

#TruePositive + #FalseNegative
(2)

The two metrics are combined as their harmonic mean, known as
the F1 measure, which is the weighted average of Precision and
Recall. Note that inverting the reference and the prediction only
inverts the precision and the recall but has no effect on the F1
measure itself [63]. It can be formulated as follows:

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

(3)

Table 4 presents the Precision, Recall and F1-measure obtained
by each annotation level (Structure, essential content and Ele-
ments of Interest). Furthermore, an average of all metrics was
calculated and presented.

As shown in Table 4, the results indicate a substantial inter-
annotator agreement in the structure level, but this agreement
decreases in the levels that are semantically more complex such
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Table 5
IAA based on Precision, Recall and F1-measure of the 5W1H labels
along with their respective reliability in RUN-AS-SFN dataset.
5W1H Precision Recall F1
WHAT 0.83 0.73 0.77
WHO 0.84 0.58 0.67
WHEN 0.92 0.72 0.78
WHERE 0.76 0.51 0.58
WHY 0.83 0.53 0.63
HOW 0.42 0.12 0.19

Total 0.77 0.53 0.60

as the 5W1H and the Elements of Interest. Despite the complexity
of these two levels, the fact that the 5W1H annotation is assisted
helps to improve the agreement in this level. In the case of the
Elements of Interest, this annotation is still completely manual
and with a high degree of subjectivity which makes it a complex
annotation level. In future, semi-automatic annotation at this
level will also be considered. As for the 5W1H level, the agree-
ment presented is measuring when there is a match not only in
the label but also in the reliability attribute. F1 was also obtained
in the case of only 5W1H label agreement, with a value of 0.72;
therefore, the agreement in this case is higher. In addition, since
the pre-annotation is performed at 5W1H level, the measures of
precision, recall, and F1 were disaggregated in order to observe
the complexity of each 5W1H label separately. The results are
shown in the Table 5.

According to the results presented in Table 5, the agreement
is considered acceptable for all labels except for the HOW label
where it is quite low. Considering these results and in order to
detect an inconsistent application of the annotation guidelines or
possible reconsideration of the instructions given, it is necessary
to identify the patterns and trends in the types of errors made
during the annotation process. This is done via a qualitative
assessment of the semi-automatic annotated dataset.

At the Inverted Pyramid annotation level, which is related to
the structural parts contained in a news item, the most common
disagreements between both annotators arises in determining
whether the SUBTITLE and CONCLUSION parts should be anno-
tated. Due to the fact that these two parts are optional in the
Inverted Pyramid, it is difficult to determine if they are present
independently or if the information is included as part of the
LEAD or BODY of the news item which are mandatory sections in
a well-structured news item. Anyway, in this case, the disagree-
ment is not a serious problem in the end for the classification of
the news, since the information contained in one label or another
will be finally considered by the system.

As for the 5W1H labels, annotators substantially agree on both
the selection of the label type and the reliability of the labels. In
addition, the pre-annotation of these labels greatly reduces the
risk of subjectivity when selecting the information to annotate.
However, it has been observed that, despite pre-annotation, ad-
ditional labels are found that are not in the reference annotation.
This problem occurs especially in complex labels due to their
semantics or possible misinterpretation of the guide. One of the
most frequently added additional labels that causes the most
divergence in the agreement is the HOW label, as indicated in
the quantitative analysis (see Table 5). After an analysis of those
additional labels, it is revealed that often the second annotator
indicates as HOW adjectives or adverbs, such as: ‘‘They needed to
work tirelessly’’, where tirelessly is annotated as HOW. Since we
are only focused on the essential content of the news item, not
all the HOW answers referring to an event would be relevant for
our task since we are interested in understanding the practical
aspects of a situation or the process in which an event has

occurred. When this happens, there is a misinterpretation of the

8

Table 6
Average annotation time per news item by annotation procedure.
Method Time (min) Words

Manual Annotation 16.71 510.57
Semi-automatic full news 12.32 482.22
Semi-automatic summarized news 8.07 383.11

guidelines, and for this reason, the criteria for considering specific
information as relevant should be more specifically defined. Other
elements of disagreement have also been observed with nested
expressions, such as ‘‘The Prime Minister of France’’, since they
could be considered as a single global label (WHO) or as two
distinct labels (WHO and WHERE). For these misinterpretation
cases, it is necessary to clearly define in the guidelines that they
will be considered a single entity since the first entity is the one
that determines the type of the label. Finally, with respect to the
error in selecting the type of label 5W1H, discrepancies could be
seen in ambiguous cases where both labels could be used, for
example: ‘‘In 48 hours’’, which could be interpreted as a HOW or
a WHEN depending on the context. As in the previous cases, the
analysis of coincidences and divergences in the annotation allows
us to consider errors and possible ambiguities and thus define
criteria that enable us to refine the annotation.

Regarding the labels that comprise Elements of Interest, given
that this level of annotation has not yet been automated, there
are discrepancies in the selection of the textual elements to be
annotated, as the Recall results indicate. These divergences in
annotation are not due to an error in annotating the type of
label, since the annotators select the same type of Elements of
Interest label whenever they coincide in labeling. However, in
this case, the difference is due to subjectivity in choosing which
information to annotate and therefore adding more or fewer
labels. This leads us to reconsider the instructions given for these
types of labels, making them more precise and concrete.

6. Measuring improvement in the semi-automatic annotation
procedure

To assess the improvement in the annotation process when us-
ing the semi-automatic annotation methodology, both the reduc-
tion in annotation time and the error rate in the pre-annotation
of the 5W1H were measured.

6.1. Measuring time reduction

To demonstrate the efficiency of applying the semi-automatic
methodology in the annotation process, we compared the annota-
tion time of the following different options available: (a) manual
annotation, (b) semi-automatic annotation with full news items,
and (c) semi-automatic annotation with summarized news items.
To measure the time-consumption, batches of 10 news items
were created for the three previously mentioned annotation op-
tions. Average annotation times for each annotation procedure is
shown in Table 6.

Considering a similar average word length, ranging from 350
to 550 words, a reduction in the average annotation time per
news item can be observed, from 16.71 min/news item for man-
ual annotation, to a reduction to 12.32 min/news item due to the
semi-automation of the annotation for the complete news item.
The use of summaries for text annotation further reduced the
annotation time to 8.07 min/news item. The procedure achieves
a time reduction of 50% from a fully manual annotation to this
semi-automatic annotation process.

When analyzing news items, there are several factors that
influence their annotation, such as the topic. Hence, in addition to
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Table 7
Average annotation time (semi-automatic + summarized) per news
item by topic.
Domain Time (min.) Words

Economy 9.7 444.00
Sports 8.5 326.70
Science 8.75 401.87
Health 9 431.83
Society 7.2 365.80
Entertainment 6 298.60
Politics 7 473.60
Security 7 314.50
Education 5 285.33

Table 8
Ratio of EM, Similar and Incorrect 5W1H labels of the total annotated labels for
each M_1 and M_2 models.
5W1H labels EM Similar Incorrect

M_1 M_2 M_1 M_2 M_1 M_2

WHAT 0.87 0.89 0.13 0.09 0.0 0.02
WHEN 0.84 0.81 0.04 0.04 0.12 0.15
WHERE 0.65 0.76 0.08 0.08 0.26 0.16
WHO 0.88 0.96 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.01
WHY 0.32 0.39 0.03 0.03 0.65 0.58
HOW 0.43 0.49 0.11 0.08 0.46 0.43

the overall comparison of the annotation time between the three
annotation procedures, a more detailed analysis of the selected
news items according to topic was carried out. The specific data
on the average annotation time per topic are presented in Table 7.
Due to their complexity, the topics that made the annotation
task most difficult were: Economy (9.7 min/news), Health (9
min/news), Science (8.75 min/news) and Politics (7 min/news).
This is because these topics contain numerical data and specific
terminology, as well as a denser writing style to present the
information more objectively. On the contrary, the topics of So-
ciety (7.2 min/news item), Entertainment (6 min/news item) and
Education (5 min/news item) are annotated at a different pace
because they tend to present information in a more informal
style, in addition to the fact that the news items do not require
as much prior or specialized knowledge from the reader.

To annotate the reliability of the entire news item requires a
eading of the whole item, which influences the annotation time.

It can be observed that the topics which contain more words
er news item require more annotation time than shorter ones,
.e., Economy (444 words/news item), Science (401.87 words/news
tem), Health (431.83 words/ news item) and Politics (473.60
ords/news item) versus Entertainment (298.60 words/news

tem).
Sports news tends to include a lot of quotes and the thread

s more difficult to follow than those news items in which the
nformation is presented in a more specific order. In the case of
ntertainment, news seeks to distract the reader and inform in a
impler way. Another influential factor in the analysis is the lan-
uage of the corpus. Most of the news items in the corpus chosen
or annotation are written in Latin American Spanish, which may
ause some comprehension difficulties for the annotator (with a
panish linguistic profile from Spain) and delay the annotation
f certain topics with cultural information related to sportsmen,
oliticians, celebrities or society. However, although this may
imit comprehension and slow down the annotation task, it also
llows the annotator, having less knowledge of that culture, not
o be influenced by the context or already acquired knowledge
f the world, which allows him/her to be more objective when

lassifying the reliability of the data.

9

6.2. Measuring pre-annotation error rate

An analysis of the errors committed by the pre-annotation
models of the 5W1H was done to ascertain which labels should
be automatically pre-annotated or not. If the annotator has to
correct a very high percentage of a type of label, it may be more
convenient for this not to be pre-annotated, because correcting a
type of label that fails may always be more time consuming than
annotating it from scratch.

Table 8 shows the ratio taking into account Exact, Similar
nd Incorrect Match with the total of 5W1H labels pre-annotated
ith the M_1 model and the M_2 model after a loop retrain.

Furthermore, two measurements of the pre-annotation ratio were
done. To perform this measurement, eight news items were se-
lected and pre-annotated with M_1, counting the three categories
mentioned above. After annotating 150 news items for training
and 100 news items for test set, they were used to re-train
the 5W1H model without the eight news items selected for
the measurements. Then, the M_2 model was obtained, and the
second loop was started. Finally, the second measurement was
performed using M_2 model for the same pre-annotation.

According to the results presented in Table 8, using M_2, the
pre-annotation precision improves significantly, as indicated by
the manual recount of labels marked as EM, Similar, and Incorrect.
For those marked as EM, all labels improve except the WHEN
label (which decreases by 0.03 points), with 0.1 being the great-
est increase in points in the case of the WHERE label. For the
labels marked as Similar there was no improvement, which is
not significant as it is probably due to a lot of examples being
marked as Similar after the M_1 prediction model changed to
EM in the M_2 prediction model. Finally, the ratio of the labels
marked as Incorrect in the M_2 prediction model decreased in
the case of WHERE, WHO, WHY, and HOW labels. Although there
is a small increase in the ratio of the WHAT and WHEN labels,
the fact that the system is able to detect significantly more labels
correctly (more EM) carries more importance since it is easier to
remove an erroneous label from the annotation than to have to do
a complete annotation from scratch. Furthermore, as presented in
Table 1, the overall EM and F1 of the M_2 model surpassed the
M_1 model.

Finally, after this analysis, we can conclude that the QA model
assists the annotator properly, and it is feasible to pre-annotate
all 5W1H labels this way. However, we would improve the QA
model in the future to reduce the error-rate.

7. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the
methodology presented as well as the quality of the semi-autom-
atic dataset generated for the disinformation task, two evalua-
tions are proposed. First, an evaluation of whether the features
annotated by applying the RUN-AS annotation enable the relia-
bility/unreliability of a news item to be determined. Hereafter,
the reliability annotation will be used to determine whether it is
useful for ascertaining the veracity of a news item, when applied
to the task of fake news detection. Finally, an analysis of the
relationship between veracity and reliability is performed.

7.1. Performance results for the reliability detection task

Several experiments were conducted to validate the semi-
automatic methodology proposed. This also supports the claim
that a fine-grained reliability assessment of the elements in a
news story can provide an accurate estimation of its global re-
liability.
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Table 9
Experiment results using classical ML and DL approaches for Reliability detection
task.
Experiments Baseline NO

features
Baseline with
RUN-AS features

Acc F1m Acc F1m

MLP 0.49 0.49 0.93 0.92
SVM 0.62 0.38 0.95 0.95
LR 0.38 0.37 0.94 0.94
DT 0.41 0.40 0.87 0.86
RF 0.52 0.52 0.88 0.87

RoBERTa 0.71 0.67 0.77 0.74

According to the literature for disinformation detection, both
raditional ML [64,65] and DL [66] based models are used. Con-
idering this, to conduct the experiments, two baselines are pro-
osed. The first baseline uses classical ML algorithms, widely
pplied in the disinformation classification task. This was used to
etermine if the semi-automatic annotated dataset is feasible to
ddress the content reliability detection task. The ML approaches
sed are: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression
LR), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), and Multilayer
erceptron (MLP). This baseline has as input the news content
TITLE and BODY text) encoding in TF-IDF type vectors. We chose
his encoding vector because, although it is a classic and essen-
ial word representation, it still performs well in the fake news
etection task when used with traditional ML algorithms [67,68].
he second baseline is based on DL, using the Transformer ar-
hitecture to encode the news content (TITLE and BODY text).
or this baseline, we used a pre-trained Spanish version12 of
oBERTa model,13 followed by a neural network to perform the
lassification.
In order to evaluate the proposed baselines, a validation set

as created from the training set (300 news items) using 20% of
he examples. The baseline models are trained and validated with
he RUN-AS-SFN annotated dataset to predict the 100 news items
hat comprise the test set. Each baseline can also be tested using
he features obtained from the RUN-AS annotation. For the first
aseline, the TF-IDF vectors are concatenated with 42 numerical
nd categorical features extracted from the RUN-AS annotation.
n the second baseline, the texts encoded with the RoBERTa
odel are concatenated with the external features and passed

o the classification neural network—in this case, a multilayer
erceptron (MLP).
The features are extracted from the three annotation levels

Structure, Content, and Elements of Interest). From the Inverted
yramid structure level, a total of 7 features were extracted as
ollows: 5 categorical features (TITLE, SUBTITLE, LEAD, BODY, and
ONCLUSION) that indicate the presence of these news-structure
arts; and, 2 other categorical features extracted from the at-
ributes of the TITLE (stance and style). Concerning the 5W1H
ontent and Elements of Interest levels, there were a total of 35
umerical features that refer to the number of labels for each one.
As for the 5W1H content level, 6 features were extracted

elated to each 5W1H (WHAT, WHO, WHERE, WHEN, WHY and
OW). For each 5W1H label, the number of attributes of type
eliable/Unreliable was counted (12 features), as well as the
umber of the attributes of type lack_of_information (6 features),
he attribute of type role (3 features), and the attribute of type
ain_event (1 feature). Regarding the level of Elements of In-

erest, a total of 4 numerical features were extracted (FIGURE,

12 Available at https://huggingface.co/PlanTL-GOB-ES/roberta-large-bne
13 For more detail about the RoBERTa model, consult [69,70]
10
KEY_EXPRESSION, ORTHOTYPOGRAPHY and QUOTE), as well as
the number of attributes of type author_stance (3 features).

A simplified example of the numerical and categorical features
extracted from the TITLE and LEAD of a news piece is presented
next.14

{
TITLE_style: Subjective,
TITLE_stance: Disagree,
TITLE_WHAT_Reliable: 0,
TITLE_WHAT_Unreliable: 1,
TITLE_WHO_Reliable: 0,
TITLE_WHO_Unreliable: 1,
TITLE_WHEN_Reliable: 0,
TITLE_WHEN_Unreliable: 1,
# ...
LEAD_WHAT_Reliable: 0,
LEAD_WHAT_Unreliable: 2,
LEAD_WHO_Reliable: 1,
LEAD_WHO_Unreliable: 0,
LEAD_WHERE_Reliable: 0,
LEAD_WHERE_Unreliable: 3,
LEAD_WHEN_Reliable: 2,
LEAD_WHEN_Unreliable: 0,
# ...

}

The same type of features will be generated from the other
parts of the structure of the document. Each feature indicates
the number of 5W1H components with a specific label and re-
liability attribute that appears in each part of the news. For
example, LEAD_WHAT_Reliable: 2 indicates that the LEAD con-
tains twoWHAT items annotated with a Reliable value. The model
is trained to predict the overall document reliability label based
on these numerical and categorical features.

Table 9 shows the results of the baselines in terms of the
metric F1m and accuracy (Acc) to predict the test set. In order
to evaluate the importance of the annotation used, each baseline
is trained only with text (Baseline NO features) and using RUN-
AS features concatenated with the encoded vectors of the text
(Baseline with RUN-AS features). To replicate the results of each
baseline you can use the following GitHub repositories (ML-based
baseline3 and DL-based baseline.15)

As can be observed from the results presented in Table 9, the
best results are obtained with SVM approach (0.95 accuracy and
F1). This evaluation shows that for all ML and DL approaches used,
a very high percentage increase in reliability detection results is
achieved when the model uses RUN-AS features, despite the fact
that the annotation of these features is being performed only on
the essential news content provided by the summary.

For baseline systems that do not use external features, the
RoBERTa model obtains the best classification results, confirming
the power of the pre-trained models when using text only versus
the classical ML algorithms. When the features are concatenated
with the RoBERTa encoded vectors, the second baseline improves
the results, evidencing also the influence of the external features.
Despite this result, they are not better than those achieved by
classical ML algorithms using features.

Therefore, it can be concluded that both the methodology
using the summary and the generated semi-automatic dataset are
highly effective for the reliability detection task.

14 Only some of the features are shown to exemplify the generation of these
features
15 https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/resources/BETO_RUN_AS

https://huggingface.co/PlanTL-GOB-ES/roberta-large-bne
https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/resources/BETO_RUN_AS
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Table 10
Reduction percentage of each type of 5W1H label
with the application of abstracts.
5W1H Reduction %

WHAT 48.18
WHO 39.65
WHEN 36.84
WHERE 34.61
WHY 53.84
HOW 43.33

Total 42.63

7.1.1. Analysis of error propagation during annotation process
Since the annotation is semi-automatic, the possible propaga-

ion of errors produced by the automation tasks will need to be
nalyzed by each level.

• Impact in performance derived from Level 1: Automatic rele-
vant information extraction
Firstly, the impact of reducing information when applying
summarization is analyzed. In order to determine the reduc-
tion percentage of annotation in comparison with complete
news item annotation, we measured the annotation of a
batch of 10 random news items that were fully annotated
and the same batch annotated following our semi-automatic
methodology. Table 10 presents the average percentage of
reduction of 5W1H labels annotated for each type when
summaries are applied to the document.
According to the table, there is an average reduction of
42.63% of the labels compared with a complete annotation
of the document. This implies that the training information
is reduced by almost half. However, the results in perfor-
mance presented in Table 9, despite the reduction, are in
line with those obtained for this type of task when using the
same annotation schema but annotating the complete news
item (F1 0.95 for best ML approach) [71]. This indicates that
the choice of using summaries is a feasible solution, since
by determining the relevant information, the system learns
effectively even if the number of labels per news item is
highly reduced.

• Impact in performance derived from Level 2: Automatic pre-
annotation.
Considering the errors of the pre-annotation presented in
Table 8, the most problematic labels are WHY and HOW,
in which the percentage of success and error is the same.
This would mean that half of the WHY and HOW labels will
have to be modified or removed by the human annotator. In
our case, according to the RUN-AS-SFN dataset figures, the
percentage of these labels is much smaller than for the other
types of labels, being 6.5% of WHY labels and 5.9% of HOW
labels in the dataset. This indicates that although it would
be necessary to improve the results of the pre-annotation
system for these labels, it is currently a minor problem.
Furthermore, due to the HITL based methodology, the in-
correct or similar annotations are revised and corrected by
the human annotator, preventing error propagation issues
in the training process.

.2. Performance results for fake news detection task

To determine how the reliability annotation supports the ve-
acity detection of a news item, we apply the RUN-AS-SFN anno-
ated dataset to the task of fake news detection. The results will
e compared with those of the state of the art in the literature
n The Spanish Fake News Corpus, which is used as the basis of
his research. We performed the same experiments explained in
11
Table 11
Experiment results using classical ML and DL approaches for fake news detection
task.
Experiments Baseline NO

features
Baseline with
RUN-AS features

Acc F1m Acc F1m

MLP 0.56 0.44 0.74 0.74
SVM 0.52 0.34 0.75 0.75
LR 0.52 0.44 0.77 0.77
DT 0.54 0.52 0.72 0.72
RF 0.60 0.58 0.78 0.78
RoBERTa 0.60 0.57 0.70 0.70

the previous section but in this case to predict the veracity of the
news. The results are presented in Table 11.

Table 11 indicates the best accuracy and F1m results are ob-
tained with RF (0.78 and 0.78 respectively). Using the RUN_AS
features implies a clear improvement in the task, with an increase
of 0.2 points in F1m for the RF approach and 0.33 points in F1m for
LR approach. Similar to the experiments in the previous section,
the baseline that used RoBERTa model gets very competitive re-
sults without features, but there is a lot of room for improvement
when external features are concatenated.

Regarding the comparison with the state of the art, one ap-
proach trained a classifier to generate a model that can dis-
tinguish between real and fake news and experimented with
four ML classifiers: SVM with linear kernel, LR, RF, and boost-
ing (BO) [58] . They used two feature representations: one of
them is the standard bag-of-words (BOW) model and the other
two representations are the character n-grams and POS tags n-
grams representation. This previously cited work presents the
accuracy obtained in the test set when they trained the clas-
sifiers on individual feature sets, such as BOW and POS, and
combined those feature sets. Their best result was 0.77 accuracy
with RF and BOW+POS. Our experimentation surpasses this result
because we obtain 0.78 accuracy with RF when applying the
reliability annotated features, and it is important to emphasize
that only essential content is annotated and not the entire news
body text. These results validate the claim that the annotation
of news reliability supports the task of detecting fake news and
disinformation.

Since the results reported by [58] are performed over the
entire Spanish Fake News Corpus, and considering that we only
used a subset of it (50% of the news items), for a fair comparison
we replicated the LR model with BOW, in the same way as
described in [58]. In this case, the training set is 80% of 300
news items annotated (240 news items), with 60 news items to
validate, obtaining an accuracy of 0.68. In our experimentation,
using RUN-AS features, LR obtains 0.77 accuracy. However, it is
important to emphasize that the replicated accuracy is lower than
the one reported by [58] due to the fact that in our replication we
used less than half of the news items from the training set and
the specific configuration of hyperparameters used by [58] was
not reported.

7.2.1. Reliability-veracity relationship analysis
There is a general consensus that fake news contains both re-

liable and unreliable information and there are linguistic patterns
that can add or detract from the reliability of the news. Therefore,
we have applied our annotation scheme – which classifies news
as reliable and unreliable according to the reliability of its parts
– to a published corpus that only provides a global classification
of true and false.

In this work we analyze the reliability-veracity relationship via
matches and divergences in the RUN-AS-SFN annotated dataset.
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Table 12
Relation between Reliability-Veracity in the train-
ing set.
Training True Fake

Unreliable 15 125
Reliable 128 32

Table 13
Relation between Reliability-Veracity in the test
set.
Test True Fake

Unreliable 3 35
Reliable 45 17

We consider that there is an annotation match when a news
item is reliable-true or alternatively unreliable-fake. We consider
that there is an annotation divergence when a news item is
reliable-fake or alternatively unreliable-true.

As shown in Table 12, in the training annotated set, 253 news
tems match, while 47 items diverge. In Table 13, in the test set,
0 news items match whereas only 20 news items diverge.
The news items that diverge between our reliability and the

riginal dataset veracity classification were analyzed in detail
o find out why this divergence occurs and some examples to
llustrate the situation are presented. Both the training and the
est news items with divergence in annotation were thoroughly
nalyzed.
Firstly, the divergence Unreliable-True (U-T)was studied. This

eans considering a news item as Unreliable when classified as
rue by Posadas’ annotation. In line with the RUN-AS scheme,
he following real examples that were originally annotated as
rue, were subsequently annotated as Unreliable according to the
eliability criteria:

• Presence of titles that are not very objective, poorly con-
structed, unfinished or of the clickbait type, created to at-
tract the user’s attention:

– Example: Ponen en duda investigación de Carlos Trejo
sobre ‘‘Cañitas’’ !y cuentan la verdad! (Carlos Trejo’s
research on ‘‘Cañitas’’ is questioned and they tell the
truth!)

– Example: lo que NBC no mostró de la entrevista con
Putin (what NBC did not show from Putin’s interview)

• Imprecision or vagueness of information, such as impersonal
structures, lack of clarity of the subject or imprecise moment
in time:

– Example: Hace unos meses (A few months ago)
– Example: Varios años más tarde (Several years later)
– Example: Incluso se ha comentado que la luchadora

no será sancionada [...] (It has even been commented
that the fighter will not be sanctioned [...].)

• Content that influences the annotator’s neutrality, because
linguistically the annotated information is objective and
well presented, but the content itself seems not very credi-
ble or the annotator has knowledge of the world that does
not permit objectivity and influences the annotation:

– Example: Niño de 8 años se prepara para entrar a la
universidad (8-year-old boy prepares to enter college)

• Exaggerated information, for example, with the use of su-
perlatives:

– Example: [...] retrataba el caso más escalofriante ocur-
rido en una casa en la Ciudad de México ([...] portrayed
12
the most chilling case that occurred in a house in
Mexico City. )

• Personal remarks through the use of the first person or
personal experiences:

– Example: La secretaria me dijo que se trataba de una
ocasión [...] (The secretary told me that it was an occa-
sion [...].)

• Presence of key expressions that try to influence reader
opinion or incite them to spread and believe the informa-
tion:

– Example: Comparte este contenido (Share this con-
tent)

• Subjectivity shown from information addressed to the reader
such as questions, personal opinions or unscientific advice
and recommendations.

– Example: Si estás embarazada, el mejor remedio para
olvidarte de las náuseas es consumir una pequeña
dosis [...] (If you are pregnant, the best remedy to get
rid of nausea is to consume a small dose of [...] )

– Example: Si no lo crees, te decimos cuáles son estos
beneficios. (If you do not believe it, we tell you what
these benefits are.)

In many cases, those unreliable phrases that bring subjectiv-
ity or polarization to the discourse are mixed with reliable
and complete information, as seen below:

– Example: En el periodo comprendido entre el 3 de
febrero de 2016 y el 30 de mayo de 2019, el Gob-
ierno de España ha concedido, a través del Ministerio
de Asuntos Exteriores, Unión Europea y Cooperación,
1.884 suvenciones por valor de más de 630 millones
de euros (631.179.143, 19 euros). El chollo de ser
feminista en España. (In the period between February
3, 2016 and May 30, 2019, the Government of Spain has
granted, through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Euro-
pean Union and Cooperation, 1,884 grants worth more
than 630 million euros (631,179,143, 19). The benefits
of being a feminist in Spain)

• Lack of scientific evidence or sources, which makes the
information less credible as we do not know where it comes
from or what it is based on:

– Example: Diversos estudios han demostrado que [...].
(Various studies have shown that [...].)

• Typographic errors, misuse of capital letters, grammatical
errors or even the use of suspension points to generate
doubt in the reader.

– Example: Algunos se pasan de frenada en eso de la
reivindicación de derechos e interpretación de la ley ...
(Some people go too far in claiming rights and interpret-
ing the law ...)

– Example: AUSENCIA DE INDÍGENAS DEL CAUCA Y
CAQUETÁ PORMINGA, PERMITIÓ A ANTINARCÓTICOS
DESTRUIR 63 LABORATORIOS DE COCA (LACK OF CAUCA
AND CAQUETA INDIGENOUS PEOPLE IN CAUCA AND CA-
QUETA FOR MINGA, ALLOWED ANTINARCOTICS AGENTS
TO DESTROY 63 COCA LABORATORIES)

Secondly, the divergence Reliable-Fake (R-F) is studied. This
eans assessing as a Reliable news item one classified by Posadas’
nnotation as Fake.
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After studying the news items showing this type of divergence,
Reliable labels far outnumber Unreliable labels, reflecting the
objectivity and neutrality of the information shared applying the
RUN-AS scheme reliability criteria. In these cases, given that no
linguistic tag was found to have a strong influence on the news,
then the use of external knowledge would be necessary to detect
the fake news.

• The most representative and common examples that result
in the news items being classified as reliable are news
fragments that present specific dates, places and subjects, as
well as facts reported in an unbiased manner. The following
are a few examples:

– Example: el pasado 25 de enero las autoridades chi-
nas anunciaban la construcción de dos hospitales para
atender a los pacientes infectados con el coronavirus.
(On January 25, the Chinese authorities announced the
construction of two hospitals to care for patients infected
with the coronavirus.)

– Example: A las 7 en punto de la mañana del 25 de
enero, más de 500 trabajadores de la construcción y
más de 10 vehículos de maquinaria de construcción
aparecieron en el Centro Médico Regional Dabieshan,
para transformarlo en el Hospital Xiaotangshan, en
tan sólo 48 horas, con capacidad para más de 1.000
camas (At 7 o’clock on the morning of January 25, more
than 500 construction workers and more than 10 con-
struction machinery vehicles appeared at Dabieshan Re-
gional Medical Center to transform it into Xiaotangshan
Hospital in just 48 h, with a capacity of more than 1,000
beds.)

As can be seen in these examples, there is a large amount
of concrete data that could be submitted to fact-checking,
which gives a high level of reliability at the content level.
However, after fact-checking, the data provided is shown
not to be true. There are denials by verification agencies for
both examples.1617

• In some cases we also detect the presence of quotations in
which the author’s position is not shown, but the quota-
tions are used to expand the information and corresponding
evidence, which is a sign of neutrality and therefore of
reliability.

– Example: ‘‘Los virus se vuelven más violentos en
temas de virulencia, no necesariamente más letales’’,
dijo Quintero en BLU Radio. (‘‘‘Viruses become more
aggressive in terms of virulence, not necessarily more
lethal’’, Quintero told BLU Radio.).

From the study, it can be concluded that for (U-T), despite
inding information that was inaccurate and subjective, the news
urned out to be true, since current journalistic techniques tend
o try to hook the reader’s attention in one sentence in the hope
hat the entire article will be read. Therefore, unreliable news is
ot always false.
In fact, fake news is increasingly being written more profes-

ionally, mixing true and false data with the intention of being
ore difficult for a reader to detect the false elements. This means

hat there is a strong argument for checking this type of news
ith external knowledge of the world from reliable sources.
Therefore, this work supports the claim that the automatic

nalysis of content in terms of reliability helps in the task of
etecting fake news.

16 http://bit.ly/3FlN9TJ
17 https://bit.ly/3UkQ9E8
13
Furthermore, after the in-depth analysis performed in this re-
search as to the relationship between reliability and veracity, reli-
ability detection was shown to contribute greatly to detecting dis-
information. However, results could be improved by developing a
hybrid approach to determine veracity, which combines our con-
tent approach with a context approach (world-knowledge check-
ing), being an effective solution for the disinformation detection
task.

8. Conclusions and further work

The main novelty of this work is the design and implementa-
tion of a methodology to simplify the annotation task of seman-
tically complex datasets, addressing the challenge of minimizing
human effort and maximizing human feedback for annotated
resources construction. The methodology exploits summariza-
tion and HITL techniques, so the application of the methodology
results in an twofold improvement of the annotation task: au-
tomatically selecting the most relevant information of the news
items and providing pre-annotated suggestions with a high de-
gree of certainty. The methodology is applied in the disinforma-
tion context, but it could be easily adapted to whatever complex
annotation task following the two levels and optimizing any
annotation procedure.

In our case, within the disinformation task, a specific annota-
tion scheme that focuses on unreliable news content (RUN-AS) is
used and a semi-automatic annotation of a dataset is generated,
following the designed methodology. The existing Spanish news’
dataset with 9 different topics was used as a basis, whose news
items were originally annotated with a veracity value (true/false)
for the whole news item [58]. A subset of about 50% of this
dataset was annotated using the proposed methodology.

The experiments conducted show that automatic pre-annot-
ation and summarization reduce the annotation time by almost
50% and the annotated information by around 42%. Moreover, the
use of RUN-AS features in the reliability detection task signifi-
cantly increases the results with respect to a baseline without
these features. The most significant case is found in the appli-
cation of the SVM approach which goes from F1m = 0.38 to
0.95. Moreover, the reliability detection model was shown to be
valid for fake news detection, obtaining results in line with those
obtained by other state-of-the-art fake news detection systems
(0.78 Accuracy and 0.78 F1m). Therefore, from these results it
can be concluded that the proposed semi-automatic annotation
methodology is highly suitable for the generation of efficient and
effective datasets for training a ML or DL system, reducing time,
effort and resources needed to generate the necessary annotated
examples. Also, the proposed semi-automatic annotation is es-
pecially useful in cases such as RUN-AS, which is a fine-grained
annotation with a high complexity load. Finally, an additional
conclusion to this research is that reliability detection was shown
to make a significant contribution to disinformation detection.

In future lines of this research the methodology will be applied
to other languages and other complex annotation problems in dif-
ferent domains, by experimenting with different summarization
approaches or replacing the pre-annotation module to the spe-
cific annotation problem. Furthermore, after the analysis of the
inter-annotator agreement, the necessary actions will be taken
to resolve misinterpretations of the guidelines or the instructions
given for the annotation of those labels that have been detected
as more complex. Finally, considering the benefits of detecting
reliability in the fake news detection task, further work will in-
volve developing a hybrid approach, whereby content (reliability)
is combined with context via accessing external sources of world
knowledge, such as fact-checking websites or scientific evidences.
Furthermore, exploiting the benefits of the fine-grained annota-
tion proposed by RUN-AS so as to contribute to the explainability
of the predictions obtained will be explored [72].

http://bit.ly/3FlN9TJ
https://bit.ly/3UkQ9E8
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